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KEVIN.MURPHY

Over the last few years, our education collections have explored diversity 
and choice across the disciplines of cutting, colouring and styling.  
In 2022, we continue to help your clients who are searching for 
individuality and self-expression. We want to explore new ideas of self 
while reflecting on the influence of the 1990’s, a decade when we began 
to play with what fashion and identity truly meant. No longer just  
a “uniform”, fashion became a form of influence.

CONTACT:

Salon Supplies Australia  
T 08 9249 9066
E education@salonsuppliesaust.com 

www.salonsuppliesaust.com

mailto:education%40salonsuppliesaust.com?subject=
http://www.salonsuppliesaust.com
https://www.facebook.com/salonsuppliesaustralia
https://www.instagram.com/salonsuppliesaustralia/
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CUT.ME
Cutting a true line is never as easy as it seems. This course is a fundamental 
experience that is inspired by the KEVIN.MURPHY philosophy of cutting 
hair regardless of the client’s gender, hair length or hair texture. Learn skills 
in body position, projection and sectioning to strengthen your haircutting 
expertise. Explore how natural texture affects the movement of hair and 
cutting results. Understand the creation of geometric shapes, line, graduation 
and layering techniques and how to combine these elements. Understand 
suitability, product choices and communication to create something unique 
and precise for your clients.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 New stylists, anyone craving an update or anyone who trains salon team members.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands–on workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 9.30am – 4.30pm

 INVESTMENT: 

 $350 (mannequin head provided)

BLOW.DRY 
Meeting a client’s need with a great blow-dry is an essential part of the 
KEVIN.MURPHY philosophy. This class will teach you the foundations of 
the blow-dry: You will learn the importance of clean sectioning and product 
choice; how to prepare and execute finished looks on any length of hair; and 
how to communicate with clients to help them solve problems with blow-
drying at home. We will focus on techniques using the range of products and 
tools necessary to master a perfect finish that lasts every time.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Stylists who have a basic understanding of the product range and are looking to 
explore blow-dry techniques to advance their skill set behind the chair.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands–on workshop 
 *Please bring your own medium to long haired model. Required at 10.30am

 COURSE DURATION: 

 9.30am – 4.30pm

 INVESTMENT: 

 $295
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TEXTURE.SHAPE.FINISH
When a model arrives on set - regardless of who that model is we apply 
experience, training, and knowledge to work with their hair’s natural texture 
to meet the brief. Opening your mind to working with all hair textures will 
elevate your career and allow you to truly become an artist. The time is now 
to understand that we need to apply our entire skillset to everyone. The tips 
and tricks that the KEVIN.MURPHY team can help you utilise will make you 
the best version of a well-rounded hairdresser who is confident working with all 
hair types and textures. TEXTURE.SHAPE.FINISH will give you the education 
you need to elevate your career regardless of geography. In this interactive 
class, you will explore product application and choice that the KEVIN.MURPHY 
creative teams use on campaigns and runway shows. Take a dive into the 
editorial world of product and see in real time how we achieve the iconic 
texture, shapes and results that are signature to KEVIN.MURPHY.

 OUTCOMES:

 Learn creative new ways to use the portfolio of products on all of your clients. You will 
gain the skills required to become a true expert in product application and layering 
with insight into the editorial world that will take your styling to the next level.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Stylists looking to increase their level of comfort in working with all hair types and 
textures and which KEVIN.MURPHY products they should use to achieve the best 
results in and out of the salon.

 LEVEL: 

 Intermediate

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Theory and Hands-On

 COURSE DURATION: 

 9.30am – 1.30pm

 INVESTMENT: 

 $195
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INSPIRE.ME 
Inspiration comes in many forms. 

The KEVIN.MURPHY MASTER team bring a customisable experience that 
will inspire you to reach new heights in your career as a hairdresser. The 
demonstration will focus on the KEVIN.MURPHY culture and brand philosophy 
by showcasing innovative styling, colouring and cutting techniques. This event 
is suitable for everyone who craves KEVIN.MURPHY inspiration and would like 
creative ideas to take back to their clients.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: All stylists, whether new to the KEVIN.
MURPHY brand or veteran supporters who are seeking the next level of 
inspiration in the world of hairdressing.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 In-salon Look and Learn 

 COURSE DURATION: 

 1.5 – 2 hour event 

 INVESTMENT: 

 From $300



Mastering simplicity was our approach with this year’s colour techniques. 

We wanted to make bold statements with looks that pushed the envelope 
effortlessly while being completely wearable.
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START 
Welcome to our introductory class offering an overview of COLOR.ME by 
KEVIN.MURPHY. Theory topics include colour philosophy, hair diagnosis, 
client communication, product usage and point of difference. Colourists 
will experience hands-on practice plus instruction on the complete colour-
product portfolio. This class is designed to further your technical skills, help 
you address challenges and prepare you to deliver the best colour results 
possible. You’ll learn about initial consultations, colour selection, advanced 
colouration, colour correction, colour removal and practical troubleshooting.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 All colourists new to COLOR.ME or new to colour who are looking to expand their 
understanding of COLOR.ME by KEVIN.MURPHY.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands–on workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 9.30am – 4.30pm

 INVESTMENT: 

 $150 COMP for Opening Deals  

BLONDE.TECHNIQUES
An advanced and dedicated blonde session that explores everything from 
undertone to application. This class is designed to further your lightening skills, 
grow your knowledge in selecting the correct product and address common 
lightening challenges. Focuses include hair diagnosis, client consultation, 
lightener selection, advanced lightening colouration, removal of artificial 
colour, troubleshooting and the point of difference between each product. 
BLONDE.TECHNIQUES also covers freehand techniques and high-fashion 
looks, exploring the ease and simplicity behind achieving gorgeous, lit-from-
within colour. Learn to deliver natural, easy-to-maintain colour with invisible 
new growth, and understand practical salon techniques that clients crave.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Colourists wanting to improve their COLOR.ME blonde portfolio knowledge and 
explore new technique ideas utilising painting, foilayage and balayage skills.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands–on workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 9.30am – 4.30pm

 INVESTMENT: 

 $250
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pH.D 
This class will take you on a comprehensive journey through our 
innovative product pH.D — the no lift, no shift transformer — and it will 
help you to create the most seamless and beautiful formulation results. 
Understand the instructions for the best possible results, and gain a 
deeper understanding of pH.D additive ratios for depositing, applying 
tone-on-tone, grey blending, refining and glossing your clients’ hair. 

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 All colourists who are new to pH.D, have attended COLOR.ME START and 
would like to extend their confidence on utilising pH.D in the salon.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands–on workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 9.30am – 12.30pm

 INVESTMENT: 

 $100
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art.LAB
Working within a compact range allows colourists to become true artists and 
create their own unique and tailored shades for their clients. With changing 
fashion trends and new Pantone colours, colourists need to stay current 
by creating new formulas, techniques and looks for their clients. KEVIN.
MURPHY is a fashion-focused brand, and we have developed this class 
exclusively for colourists looking to elevate their expertise and gain more 
specialised skills in the world of hair colour.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 All colourists who have attended LAB previously and are looking to develop their key 
point of difference in the salon while building their own profiles as colourists.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands –on workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 9.30am – 4.30pm

 INVESTMENT: 

 $400 

FOIL 
This is a half-day “look and learn” workshop that may be extended with an 
additional half-day hands-on model session. It was developed for colourists 
who want to learn the fundamentals of professional foiling services.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Colourists who have attended COLOR.ME START and want to build skills in 
standard high - or low-lightening services.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands–on workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 9.30am – 12.30pm

 INVESTMENT: 

 $100



Developed by ELEVEN Australia 

Co-Creative Directors, Joey Scandizzo and Andrew O’Toole.  
The multi-faceted fun and interactive learning sessions are led by the team 
of highly trained ELEVEN Australia EDU educators. 

POP UP EDU means you can learn in the morning and be back on the salon 
floor that same afternoon. Expect to walk away with relevant hair, social, 
fashion and lifestyle ideas to implement immediately.
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POP UP STYLING #5
POP UP STYLING #5 is our nod to the 60’s. With this 
collection, explore three timeless, requested looks and 
how to approach and finish each in a modern way. 

Starting with polished soft and rolled waves, then moving 
onto a high voluminous pony, and finishing with a chic 
pleated up-style. Mixing a fashion and trend based 
approach with a commercial sensibility, you will be 
equipped to share these modern looks with salon clients 
and add them to your collection of styles.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Stylists interested in developing modern, long hairstyling skills.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands-on workshop or virtual workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 3 hour POP-UP styling workshop 

 INVESTMENT: 

 $250 (includes use of a mannequin head and workbook)
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POP UP CUTTING 11
Sometimes it’s what you don’t see that has the most impact. 
The beauty of subtlety and the power of restraint. 

Clean lines with purpose, small silhouettes and fresh 
understated tones bring to life the UNDERTONE 
Collection. This collection explores two modern haircuts 
with finished styling. Working with classic fade barbering 
techniques and a stepped out cool bob with a square fringe, 
the looks are versatile, lived-in, and very wearable. While 
each look can be transformative, these cuts and styles can 
be adapted to suit the individual needs of any client.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Stylists interested in a new approach to cutting current,  
fresh looks.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands–on workshop or virtual workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 3 hour POP-UP cutting workshop 

 INVESTMENT: 

 $275 (includes 2 x mannequin heads and workbook) 
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POP UP CUTTING 12
Sometimes it’s what you don’t see that has the most 
impact. The beauty of subtlety and the power of 
restraint. Clean lines with purpose, small silhouettes and 
fresh understated tones bring to life the UNDERTONE 
Collection. This collection explores two modern 
haircuts with finished styling. Working with understated 
disconnections, precision cutting and cool texturising 
techniques, the looks are versatile, lived-in, and very 
wearable. While each look can be transformative, these 
cuts and styles can be adapted to suit the individual 
needs of any client.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Stylists interested in a new approach to cutting current,  
fresh looks.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands–on workshop or virtual workshop

 COURSE DURATION: 

 3 hour POP-UP cutting workshop 

 INVESTMENT: 

 $275 (includes 1 x mannequin heads and workbook) 
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ELEVEN EDU.COLOUR is new and it comes with options. Why? The way we learn and how 
we want to be educated has changed. So, what is the “new normal?” In a world with an ever 
changing landscape, ELEVEN Australia has it covered. Explore the Demi Permanent Liquid 
COLOUR digitally or in person, the choice is yours. Online education that streams directly to 
you from wherever you are. Watch, take notes, draw inspiration, or actively participate, the 
choice is yours. Alternatively, come together and have the information facilitated with a demo 
and/or colour interaction. The 90-minute online or 3-hour face to face session in person is 
where you will explore the world of ELEVEN Australia COLOUR.
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DEMI LIQUID COLOUR
Understand the working properties of this incredibly versatile Demi-
Permanent Liquid Colour line. Learn how it effects and reacts to the hair 
as well as gain further confidence in how, when and where to use which 
product and how to create creative colour combinations. This class is the 
colourists go-to session for all the extra information that will take your colour 
knowledge to the next level. You will finish the session informed and ready to 
return to the salon with new technical knowhow and insight into the exciting 
world of ELEVEN Australia COLOUR.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Colourists interested in learning more about the range and how to work with it 
creatively.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Digital or hands-on

 COURSE DURATION: 

 1.5 hours online theory OR 3 hour theory and practical hands-on training session 

 INVESTMENT: 

  $150 per in person education ticket

COLOUR CORRECTION
Deep dive into Colour Correction. Sometimes this subject can be scary 
or placed in the too-hard basket. Correction work is nothing to fear, as we 
unpack must know information in a simple and easy to understand way. The 
information is invaluable and will change the way you approach colouring 
hair; your confidence will grow, and your colouring services will expand. 
It is the colourist’s go-to session for all the extra information that will take 
your colour knowledge to the next level. You will finish the session informed 
and ready to return to the salon with new technical know-how on ELEVEN 
Australia COLOUR.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Colourists interested in learning more about the range and how to work with it 
more effectively and creatively.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands-on

 COURSE DURATION: 

 3 hour theory and interactive training session

 INVESTMENT: 

 $150 per in person education ticket
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LIGHTENING
Explore the ELEVEN Australia Powder Lightening and Developer range 
in more depth. Understand when to select which powder lightener for 
the best service outcome. Learn how lightening hair works, including the 
warmth created throughout this process. Understanding this will enable you 
to confidently select the Demi-Permanent Liquid Colour to maximise your 
toning results. It is the colourists go-to session for all the extra information 
that will take your colour knowledge to the next level. You will finish the 
session informed and ready to return to the salon with new technical know-
how on ELEVEN Australia COLOUR.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Colourists interested in learning more about the range and how to work with it 
creatively.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands-on

 COURSE DURATION: 

 3 hour theory and interactive training session

 INVESTMENT: 

 $150 per in person education ticket

COLOUR INTERMIX
Colour experimentation can be challenging. You may be too busy in the 
salon to try new things, you might not know where to start, or you may not 
want to experiment on your clients. Fair enough! We understand it can be 
challenging, we also understand hairdressers are creative and they want to 
experiment, and customise creative colour combinations for their clients. 
This interactive session is designed to explore the many opportunities there 
are with the ELEVEN Australia DEMI – PERMANENT LIQUID COLOUR 
range. Create your personalised colour combination working with the 
ELEVEN Australia WEFT BOOK. The weft book is yours to take back to the 
salon, share with the team and confidently use as a great consultation tool 
with your clients.

 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: 

 Colourists interested in learning more about the range and how to work with it creatively.

 COURSE TYPE: 

 Hands-on with a DEMI – PERMANENT LIQUID COLOUR overview 

 COURSE DURATION: 

 3 hour theory and interactive training session

 INVESTMENT: 

$150 includes the Weft Book to take back to the salon



TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Salon Supplies Australia Education can be booked with a Salon Supplies Australia Business Consultant, Technical Educator or by calling the Salon 
Supplies Australia Education Department on 08 9249 9066. Bookings can be placed on your account or by redeeming Salon Supplies Australia 
Education Vouchers. Pre-payment at time of booking for non-Salon Supplies accounts are essential. When booking via Salon Supplies Australia 
Education Vouchers, the salon must produce the vouchers at the time of booking or charges will be placed on account. NO CREDIT WILL BE 
ISSUED IF VOUCHERS ARE RECEIVED AFTER THE CLASS HAS BEEN RUN. Education Vouchers CANNOT be used for events, including Look & 
Learns and/or Business Education. Salon Supplies Australia Education will be confirmed and charged 3 weeks prior to scheduled classes being run.

Events held by Salon Supplies Australia such as Look & Learn evenings WILL NOT be confirmed via the telephone. At the time of confirming 
your attendance, an invoice is processed for all charges for the course. After a student has been confirmed as attending a class, NO refunds are 
available. Should a student be unable to attend a class and provides 5 working days notice, they may transfer to the next availabe class. (EXCLUDES 
LOOK & LEARN EVENTS, BUSINESS EDUCATION). If another class of this type is not being held, a similar class transfer can be made. If a student 
is a NO SHOW on the day of the class or look & learn, the changes MUST be paid and no transfer will be issued. In the case of a student being 
too ill to attend a class or Look & Learn, salon owners MUST place this detail in writing to the Education Department within 5 days after the class 
or Look & Learn has run in order to qualify for a transfer.

Salon Supplies Australia follows, and will continue to follow COVID 19 safe guidelines and practices. We will observe National and State government 
recommendations and will adjust our processes and education delivery accordingly in order to keep our clients and team safe. Should a class have 
to be cancelled or a stylist be unable to attend due to COVID 19 restrictions or disruptions, Salon Supplies Australia will refund or transfer the 
ticket to a later date based upon availability.



For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia  
T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com   
www.salonsuppliesaust.com

MARCH
14TH KEVIN.MURPHY SS1
28TH COLOR.ME FOIL

APRIL
4TH ELEVEN AUSTRALIA DEMI LIQUID COLOUR
11TH ELEVEN AUSTRALIA POP UP CUTTING 11

MAY
9TH KEVIN.MURPHY SS2
23RD KEVIN.MURPHY CUT.ME

JUNE
13TH ELEVEN AUSTRALIA LIGHTENING
20TH ELEVEN AUSTRALIA POP UP STYLING 5
27TH COLOR.ME BLONDE.TECHNIQUES

JULY
11TH KEVIN.MURPHY SS3
18TH KEVIN.MURPHY TEXTURE.SHAPE.FINISH

AUGUST
15TH ELEVEN AUSTRALIA COLOUR CORRECTION
22ND KEVIN.MURPHY BLOW.DRY

SEPTEMBER
5TH COLOR.ME ART.LAB
12TH KEVIN.MURPHY SS4
19TH ELEVEN AUSTRALIA POP UP CUTTING 12

OCTOBER
10TH ELEVEN AUSTRALIA COLOUR INTERMIX

EDUCATION 2022
COURSE DATES

http://www.salonsuppliesaust.com
https://www.facebook.com/salonsuppliesaustralia
https://www.instagram.com/salonsuppliesaustralia/
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